








An  Unusual  Nautilus  Installation

This installation in Pennsylvania  develops 1800 watts on 7.5 feet of
head with a 10 inch NAUTILUS.

The turbine is generating in tandem with a 12 ft diameter Back Shot
steel Water Wheel on the same head. The Turbine operates at over 500 rpm
for an easy 3.5 to 1  speed increase to 1800 rpm to run a generator. The
complete turbine and generator weighs only 300 pounds assembled.

 The Water Wheel develops the same power as the turbine, but it is 12
ft in diameter , 4 ft wide and weighs 8000 pounds. The water wheel operates
at 12 rpm and must be geared up with a 22,9 to 1 speed increase to run a
special 270 rpm generator. The speed increase to run an 1800 rpm generator
like that used on the Nautilus Turbine would be 150 to 1 – both impossible
and very  very  very in efficient. These are a few of the reasons the old
millers  finally gave up their beloved  Wheels and went over to turbines.



Another interesting aspect of this unusual installation is the location of the
turbine  surrounded by an ornamental pond. The 12” Penstock ( pipe ) that
feeds water to the turbine draws water from the headrace from beneath the
wooden flume that supplies the wheel. The turbine itself is installed in a
“Dry Pit” in the pond . It discharges into the bottom of the pit and the water
returns to the stream level through a 24 in plastic pipe buried beneath the
pond. The entire Turbine and turbine pit will be covered  with a bridge  to
the wheel from the side of the pond. This both conceals the installation and
protects it from damage during high water.





A  More  Conventional  Installation  With a Penstock



In another Pennsylvania installation the complete Nautilus Unit with
Generator is mounted on steel “I” beams above the Tail water and the water
is brought to  the turbine under pressure in a penstock  (pipe).

This Nautilus develops 550 watts of power – enough to run  a home –
on 4 feet of total net head. This Ultra Low Head Francis Turbine operates in
this case on only  1.72 pounds of head pressure.








